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Abstract 
It is shown that the blockwise bootstrap of the empirical process for a stationary P-mixing 
sequences, indexed by VC-subgraph classes of functions, converges weakly to the appropri- 
ate Gaussian process, conditionally in probability. The conditions imposed are only marginally 
stronger than the best-known sufficient conditions for the regular CLT for these 
processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Efron (1979) introduced the “bootstrap”, a resampling method for approx- 
imating the distribution functions of statistics H,(Xr,. . . ,X,;P), where the random 
variables Xi are independent, identically distributed with common law P [i.i.d. (P)]. 
This suggestive method has been validated with limit theorems for many particu- 
lar H,, by Efron (1979), Bickel and Freedman (198 1 ), Singh (198 1 ), Bretagnolle 
(1983), Gaenssler (1987) and others. The most general result was obtained by Gin& 
and Zinn (1990). Using the powerful theory of empirical processes, they justify the 
bootstrap for statistics H,, of a special type, namely for continuous functions of the 
empirical measure viewed as an element of P(F), where 9 is some class of 
functions. Such H include the Kolmogorov-Smimov and the Cramer-von Mises 
statistics (in any number of dimensions), the statistics considered in Beran and 
Millar (1986) as well as the M-estimators described in Arcones and 
Gine (1992). 
Kiinsch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1992) have independently introduced a mod- 
ification of Efron’s bootstrap that applies to weakly dependent stationary sequences, 
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namely the moving blocks bootstrap (MBB). Recently, Radulovic (1996) showed that, 
for the concrete problem of bootstrapping the mean, the situation in the dependent 
case is similar to that for the independent case. Namely, any strong mixing stationary 
sequence satisfying the central limit theorem (CLT) for the mean automatically satisfies 
the MBB CLT in probability. 
As in the independent case, a natural generalization of these results would be boot- 
strapping general empirical measures. Several recent papers have considered this ap- 
proach. Shao and Yu (preprint) established the bootstrap version of the CLT for 
the empirical processes indexed by indicator functions of the half-lines (i.e. 9 = 
{ l(_,,,): x E 5!}) under a p-mixing type of dependence, while Naik-Nimbalkar and 
Rajarshi (1994) and Btihlmann (1994) proved the same for a-mixing sequences of 
random variables. Despite considering the simplest class of functions B (indicator 
functions) these results are far from optimal. Shao and Yu considered rather re- 
strictive p-mixing conditions, while the rates of the mixing coefficient assumed by 
Naik-Nimbalkar and Rajarshi and Btihlmann are much stronger than needed for the 
original CLT (see Yoshihara, 1979). The only result (to our best knowledge) which 
deals with bigger classes of functions is due to Btihlmann (to appear). He con- 
siders the classes which allow bracketing. This was done under restrictive condi- 
tions on P-mixing coefficients (exponential decay) and bracketing number (polynomial 
growth). 
In this paper (Theorem 1) we obtain the bootstrap CLT for empirical processes in- 
dexed by Vapnik-Chervonenkis subgraph (VC) classes of functions under a P-mixing 
type of dependence. This is established under conditions only marginally stronger 
than those imposed in Arcones and Yu (1994) which are the weakest known con- 
ditions for the regular CLT for empirical processes indexed by VC-subgraph classes 
of functions. VC-subgraph classes of functions constitute a natural generalization of 
the classical empirical c.d.f. in one or several dimensions. In many statistical proce- 
dures, they occur as index classes for empirical processes and seldom larger classes 
are required. Therefore, Theorem 1 extends, in a relevant way, the scope of the re- 
sults in Naik-Nimbalkar and Rajarshi (1994) Shao and Yu (preprint) and Biihlmann 
(to appear), which relate only to the empirical c.d.f. We use the more restrictive 
P-mixing, because it allows decoupling (see Lemma 1 and Corollary 1). This is 
the very same reason why previous authors consider P-mixing even for the origi- 
nal (non bootstrap) versions of the empirical CLT over classes more general than 
indicator functions of half-lines (see Arcones and Yu, 1994; Doukhan et al., 
1995). 
The main difficulty in proving Theorem 1 lies in establishing a modified uniform 
law of large numbers (ULLN), carried out in Lemma 3. Using the restrictive chaining 
technique (Claim 2) we were able to show that in order to prove Theorem 1 we do 
not need the full power of ULLN. It is sufficient that it holds along (lnn)-3/2 nets 
(whose cardinality is controlled by n) and along a possibly infinite class of functions 
but whose moments are controlled by n. 
Finally, as an application of our result we establish the blockwise bootstrap CLT for 
a class of M-estimators (Theorem 2), in particular for the Huber’s (1964) location para- 
meter as well as for the median. 
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2. Assumptions and main results 
As a measure of dependence we will use the /?-mixing coefficient as defined by 
Volkonskii and Rozanov (1959) that is, for two u-fields d and 9, 
2B(a,a) = sup C IP(Ai fl Bj) - P(Ai)fYBj)l, 
(i,j)ElxJ 
where the supremum is taken over all finite measurable partitions (Ai)iE, and (Bj)j Ed 
of d and 28, respectively. Let {Xi}z_, be a strictly stationary sequence of ran- 
dom variables (r.v.‘s) that is, for each ir, . . . , i, E Z, n E N, the law of the vector 
(Xi,+k,... ps’&,+k) does not depend on k. Because of stationarity the mixing sequence 
/In which is associated to {X,}E_, can be defined as fin = p(Fo, %,, ) where .%o = 
a(Xi: i ~0) and 2% = o(Xi: i an). Then we say {Xi}E_, is a /?-mixing sequence if 
lim,,, fin = 0. 
Now we define the bootstrap procedure. Given the sample Xl,. . .,X, and b E N, 
b<n we first sctX,+i :=Xi for i~{l,..., b}. Then the MBB sample with block size 
b is defined as follows: if Bi,b = {Xi,. . . , Xi+b-1 }, i <n, is the block of b observations 
starting from Xi and if II,. . . , Zk, k := [n/b], are i.i.d. uniform on { 1,. . . ,n}, then the 
MBB sample consists of all the data points Xi that belongs to the blocks Bl,,b, . . . , Blk,b, 
i.e., XT = XI,, . . .,X,* = XI,+b_l,Xl+l = X,, . . . ,XF = X&+&l where I = kb. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume 1 = n. As of now P*,E* and Var* will stand for 
conditional P, E, and Var given the sample. It is obvious that XT and therefore P*, E*, 
and Var* depend on n but, in order to ease notation, we will not make this dependence 
explicit. The above procedure is the so-called “circular bootstrap” which is just a slight 
modification of the Ktinsch’s original MBB. 
Before formally stating our results we need to recall several definitions. For a given 
stationary sequence of real-valued r.v.‘s {Xi}p,, and class of Bore1 measurable real 
functions 9 we define the empirical process indexed by the class 9 as 
-G(f) := VW, - P)(f) = J- k(f(X) -P(f)), J; i=l f E F, (1) 
where Pf = J f dP. The bootstrap version 
Z,*(f,o):=~(~(o)-P,(o))(f) = 
where {X,*}yE1 is obtained by the MBB 
of this process is defined as 
--+$ (fv3~))-PrdfJ4)~ fEF> n 
t-1 
(2) 
procedure with size b(n) and i;,(o) = 
(l/n)Cy=t 6~*(,). We also define the envelope function F(x) := supfEF)f(x)l. If 
F(x) < oo for every x E [w and if P(F) < cc then Z,(f) can be viewed as a random 
element in la(@), and therefore we can study the convergence of 
Uf)~E.v z G(f)rEF in WW, (3) 
in the sense of Hoffmann-Jorgensen (1984). The centered Gaussian process Gp(f )fE,p 
from statement (3) is determined by its covariance structure, that is 
Cov(&(f), (S(g)) = /i& CoWn(f ),Z&)) (4) 
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if the above limit exists. Analogously, we can consider weak convergence in 1”(%) 
of the bootstrap version of the process 
.Z,*(~,O)~~F E G(f)fE~ in probability or a.s. (5) 
for the centered Gaussian process G independent of o. We say that the bootstrap works 
if the limiting process G(f) coincides with Gp(f). In this paper we consider only the 
bootstrap “in probability” as defined in GinC and Zinn (1990, Section 3). Namely, we 
say that statement (5) holds in probability if 
dn~[_Y(Z,*(f) [Xi,. . . ,X,), _Y(G(f))] ,I, 0 in outer probability, (6) 
where the distance d&n, v) := sup{ ( J f dp - J f dv(: l]f]]n~ < l}, and I] ](a~ stands 
for bounded Lipschitz norm (for more details see Araujo and Gin& Section 2). Since 
some of the standard techniques do not apply for outer probability, we are temporarily 
assuming that the quantity defined in (6) is measurable. In Section 6 we address this 
problem more carefully. It is well known that the above-defined bootstrap is sufficient 
for most of the applications since it allows us to construct asymptotic confidence regions 
for P. 
We also need to define the covering number and covering integral for the class of 
functions %. Given E > 0 and a pseudo-metric d on % the covering number N(e,%,d) 
is defined by 
N(c, %, d) 
=min m: there are fi,..., fm E% such that sup min 
fed ICjQm 
d(f,fi)<e , (7) 
while the covering integral J(6, d, %) is defined by 
J 
6 
J(&d,%) = [ln(N(x,%,d))]‘/2dx. 
0 
The collection %e = {fi, . . . , fm} is called an s-net in %. Finally, the class of mnc- 
tions % considered in this paper is the so-called Vapnik-Chervonenkis subgraph (VC- 
subgraph) class of functions (see Dudley, 1978 or Pollard, 1984). The VC-subgraph 
class is a natural extension of the class of indicator functions and it is rich enough for 
most statistical applications. Moreover, it has a striking property; for 1 d p < 00, there 
are constants Ci and C2 such that 
N(E, 9, (1 . ((L,(Q)) < c, YF:)l’pT (8) 
for all E > 0 and all probability measures Q (see Pollard, 1984, Lemmas II 25 and II 
36). 
Next we state our result and comment on some background. 
Theorem 1. Let {Xi},:, be a strictly stationary P-mixing sequence of real-valued 
r. v. ‘s. Let % be a VC-subgraph class offunctions and F(x) := sup/,=* If (x)1. Suppose 
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that 
EIF(XI)IP c co for some p > 2 and that j?k =O(kPq) for some q >p/(p - 2). 
(9) 
Assume also that Xi* are generated by the MBBprocedure with block size b(n) -+ 00 
(n + W) and 
b(n) = O(nP) for some 0 < p < P-2 
2(P - 1)’ 
(10) 
Then 
Z,*(f )fEF x Gp( f )fes in probability, (11) 
where Gp( f) is a centered Gaussian process defined by the covariance structure in 
(4), which is sample continuous. 
The weakest known sufficient conditions for the original (non-bootstrap) version of 
Theorem 1 for the VC-subgraph classes of functions are given in a paper by Arcones 
and Yu (1992) as 
E(F]P < co and 5 (lnk)2(~-1)‘J’@‘-2)‘P < 00 for some p > 2. (12) 
k=l 
Moreover, Bradley (1985) showed that EJF(P < 00 and C,“=, @-2)‘p < 00 for some 
p > 2 is very close to be an optimal solution. Finally, since the optimal size of the 
blocks b, = Cn’13 (see Kiinsch, 1989, Remark 3.3) we believe that the condition (10) 
is not too restrictive. 
3. Preliminary results 
The proof of Theorem 1 will rely heavily on the following results. First recall 
Davydov’s (1968) covariance inequality 
lc0-4-x Y)l G ~~~~~~~~~~~~~YII~llpll~llq~ (13) 
where r, p, q are positive real numbers such that r + l/p + (l/q) = 1. Let us observe 
now that, as consequence, for a strictly stationary sequence {Xi}i>t 
(14) 
where C = 20(1 + c:, fijp-2)‘p) and p > 2. The unique property of b-mixing is 
stated in the next two results. 
Lemma 1 (Berbee, 1979). Let X and Y be two r.v.‘s taking their values in Bore1 
spaces S1 and S2, respectively, and let U be a r.v. with uniform distribution over [0, 11, 
independent of (X, Y). Then, there exists a random variable Y’ = f (X, Y, U), where f 
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is a measurable function from & x S2 x [0, l] into S2, such that 
l Y’ is independent of X and has the same distribution as Y. 
a P(Y # Y’) = p, where /I denotes the P-mixing coeJficient between the a-jields 
generated by X and Y, respectively. 
The following is a corollary of Lemma 1 (as stated in the paper by Doukhan et al., 
1995, Proposition 2). 
Corollary 1. Let {&}i,O be a sequence of random variables taking their values in 
a Polish space X. For any integer j > 0, let bj = P(a(Xj), a(Xi: i > j)). Then, there 
exists a sequence {X/};,O of independent random variables such that, for any positive 
integer j, X,! has the same distribution as Xj and P(Xj # X,!) < bj. 
The next lemma is an easy application of a result by Yokoyama (see Yokoyama, 
1980, Theorem 1). 
Lemma 2. Let {Xj}El, F, p and /?k be the same as in Theorem 1. Then, there exist 
E E (0, p - 2) and a constant K (depending on IIF(X)ll,) such that for every n E N 
n 2+E 
E $ g(F(X) -E(F)) <K. 
Finally, before proving Theorem 1 we need to establish the following lemma, which 
is a modification of Lemma 3 in Doukhan et al. (1995) and the “square root trick” 
(see Gin& and Zinn, 1984, Lemma 5.2). We will need several definitions. Let {Xi}lzi, 
{X~}~=i~, p, b(n) and /$ be the same as in Theorem 1. Then we can let 
gR to be a (lnn)-3’2 net for 9 under ]I lip and 3; := {f-g: f,g~?&}. 
(15) 
Also we set 
ai(f):=Var (hl.‘$f(X)) and zz(f):=Var* (b-‘j’$f(X:)). 
(16) 
It is clear that (8) implies that there exist positive constants K and c such that 
Card(?$) <Kn’. Similarly, (8) implies 
lim J(6,jI ]],,F) = 0. 
6-O 
(17) 
We are now in position to state formally the result. 
Lemma 3. Let {Xi}Fl, {X*};==, 9, p, b(n) and /?k be the same as in Theorem I. 
Let also F’ = {f - g: f,g E 9}, y = 1/2(p - 1) and CI,, := (lnn)-3’2. Then 
A, := (lnn)4 ;s; ($i(hlc~~~,)) - ai(hlcFG,7))l + 0 in probability 
:, 
(18) 
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and 
B, := Inn sup ijb(hlc~$~r)) -+ 0 in probability. (19) 
hE.F’; Ilhllp<an 
Proof of Lemma 3. In order to ease notation we will write h’ instead of h lc~<,,; ) 
whenever possible. Let us establish (18). First, we observe that 
ii: = Var* 5 f: [h’(q) - ZJh’] 
J=l 
=E* $ $ E/+(X;) - Ph’] 2 - E* 
J=l )U 
2 
+b $ [h’($) - Ph’l 
/=I 
(by definition of MBB) 
where we take Xn+, := Xl. Letting ti := (Xi,. . . ,Xi+b_l), h*b(ti) := (l/v%) ~~$’ 
[h’(Xj) - PA’] and f”(ti) := (htb(ti))’ the above can be written as 
Because of “wrapped” data, frb( ti) and htb(ci), i = 1,. . . , n are not stationary, namely 
the last b of them fail to have the same distribution. However, these terms are easy to 
handle: 
(20) 
<(In n)4 i 2 bn2Y = (In n)4 tb2n1/(Pp’) = 2(lnn)4b2n(2-P)i(P-1) (21) 
i=n-b+l 
which, by condition (lo), converges to 0 as n tends to infinity. The above computations 
allow us, by virtue of adding and subtracting CT=,__,,, ffb(5i) and considering un- 
wrapped {Xi}~~~, to assume stationarity of {~i}~=i. F inally, since by stationarity and 
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(16) o;W) = -W?Si)) f or every i E N, A,, can be written as 
(In n)4 ;s;, 
n i=l 
(i ghtbCCi))) 
Let us show now that I converges to 0 in probability. As in Doukhan et al. 
(1995) using Corollary 1 we construct a sequence {t:}i> 1 such that the vectors 
Yk = (<2b(k--l)+l,..., r2bk) and Y; = (5:b(k_l)-t_l,...,~~bk) k = 1,...,42b fulfill the 
conditions below: 
l For any k 2 1, YL and Yk have the same distribution and P( YL # Yk) < /I( Yk, Yk+2). 
l The random variables { Y&}k> 1 as well as { Y&_i}kB 1 are independent. 
Because of stationarity and the definition of /?-mixing, it is clear that /I( Yk, Yk+2) < Pb. 
Now, for any r > 0 we have an obvious estimate 
P sup (‘“k[j+(&) -Ej-‘b] > 22 
( I fEB:, n i=l I ) 
( I (Inn)4 n iP sup - f@:, n c [f”(ti) - ftb(5i)1 > z . i=l I ) (22) 
Let us estimate the second part of the right-hand side. By Chebyshev’s inequality it is 
sufficient to estimate 
E 2 [f”(t;) - f’b(&)] 
i=l 
= (In TZ)~E sup 
f=T j=(i- 1)26+1 
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It is clear that although 9(e) = 9((j), the distribution of f’b(tj)lcr,+F, might depend 
on i and j. The same is true if we replace lj and (5. However, since the following 
estimate is the same regardless of the choice of i and j or {j and $ we will show it 
only for i = j = 1 and for 51; namely, 
= 2(ln ~z)~E 
Using the definition of the envelope function F, the above is bounded by 
4(ln ~I)~E (( 
= 4(ln TZ)~E (( j=l 
= 4(ln ~I)~E 
+ 4(ln n)4E(PhV’))2 ~(Y;+Y, )) 
+ S(ln TI)~E 
cc 
b”2~lF(X;)-P(F)])211hP(F)IISIy,~ =A+B+C. 
By the definition of {Yi}i>o, it is clear that E(lcy;+r,)) = P(Y{ # Yl)<&. Therefore, 
B is bounded by Const.(lnn)4b/$,. Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (14), C is 
also bounded by Const.(lnn)4m. Finally, taking E > 0 the same as in Lemma 2 and 
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applying Holder’s inequality, A is bounded by 
4(ln n)4 E b-II2 5 [F(Xj) - P(F)] (E(l~~,+u,j))~‘(*+~) 
j=l 
< Const.(ln n)4 /Y’(‘+‘) b . (24) 
Let 4(b) := (In n)4(flf(2+c) + v@& + b/&). It is clear that conditions (9) and (10) 
imply limn+oo &b,) = 0. This proves that the second part of (22) converges to 0 in 
probability. In order to finish the first part of Lemma 3 we observe that 
<Card(%L) sup P 
fEF’ ( ! ve [f”(r;) - Eftb] i=l 
dKn” sup P 
fEF’ 
(lnn)4: E L 
i=l 2b 
2 (ftb(rl.) -Eftb) > z 
j=(i- 1)26+1 
(25) 
where Wi := (lj2b)~~~(i_,)2b+i [ ftb(<$) - Eftb] and M = n/2b. By construction of 
q! and Wi, { Wi}i; ,,dd as well as {IV}.. , ,,even are bounded, centered and i.i.d. There- 
fore, splitting the above sum into the sums over odd and even indices and applying 
Hoeffding’s inequality (see Pollard, 1984, p. 191) twice, (25) is bounded by 
Knc4 exp 
where M = Cy=, llW1llk. It is easy to see that because of the truncation M<ml)ftb/~ 
< 4mbn2Y. Therefore, the above is bounded by 
r2m 
> 
= KnC4 exp 
z2n 
- 
4bn2y(ln n)* 8b2n2y(ln n)* > 
for some q > 0. This proves that I converges to 0 in probability. Using essentially the 
same computation one can also prove that II converges to 0 in probability, which in 
turn implies (18). 
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In order to prove (19) we proceed as follows. For every E > 0 and writing h’ instead 
hl(FGn;‘) we have 
sup &,(h’) > E 
&F;l(h(lp <or, i ) 
bP sup I;ib(h’)l > -f? 
hE.F;llh’llp<LX, In n 
Since for n large enough E/ In n > 32a,, we have that (26) is eventually bounded by 
P 
( 
sup l&,(h’)l > 32c(, 
hW;llh’llpba. ) 
(because (13) and (14) imply ob(h’)<Const.Jlh’& and because, without 
erality, we can assume that Const 6 1). 
loss of gen- 
GP sup 
&F;a&‘)<ct, 
(26) 
Using the same notation as before (htb(&) = (l/v%)~~$’ [h’(Xi - P h’]) and since 
by definition (16) q,(h’) = I(htbl12, the above is equal to 
P sup I&(h’)I > 321x, 
hE~‘;llh’*l(2Gz” 
(27) 
By the definition of MBB the last b of {<i}y=t consists of wrapped data so they fail to 
be stationary. However, using essentially the same computation as in the proof of the 
first part of Lemma 3 (see (20) and (21)), we can assume stationarity of ti i = 1,. . . , n. 
Letting {[i}tt be generated in the same way as before, (27) is trivially bounded by 
P ’ 2 (htb(ti))2 - (htb(<i))2 
n 
i=l 
Using Chebyshev’s inequality and the same computation as in the proof of (18) (see 
(23) and (24)) we can show that III converges to 0 as n tends to infinity. Expression 
IV can be rewritten as 
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2b 
d c 
P sup 
k=l hES’;Jlh’*ll, <a, 
; E (h”b(q_1)2b+k))2 > q 
,=I 
I, Odd 1 
26 f 2b 
n/2b 
+D 
sup - c 
(16M2 
k=l hEP;lpz”l124d(” n 
(hfb(t;i-1)2b+k))2 > 2 
I=, 
1, even 
(since by construction Of { $}~=i, the random variables { <&_1)2b+k}~$odd as Well as 
{:;i--L)2b+k}~~2~icven are i.i.d and since 2((i) = Y(ti) i = l,.. .,n) 
d 4bP sup 
hE.F’;lpl’q24G(, 
: &“(qi_l)Zb+k))2 > y 
,=I 
,,dd 
Let m := n/4b and pi := ~~~~~~~~~~~ for i = 1,. . , m. With this notation the above 
expression can be bounded by 
In order to use Lemma 5.2 in Gin& and Zinn (1984) we have to introduce some 
notation. Let t := m11264(ln m)-3, and p := m1/42-112(ln m)-3/2. We also observe that 
M, defined in the mentioned lemma is in our case bounded by m1i2(ln m)-3, hence 
2 = 2-‘/2t_2il2&2_2 p ,m”4(lnm)-3/2. Therefore, the above expression is bounded > 
by 
4P{N(2-1/2(1n m)-3/2, 11 . (1 2,p,,,,Ftb) > K} + 8(K + 1)exp (28) 
where Y = llh’bllk <2bn2Y, Yb={htb : h&%‘} and K is any constant greater than 
0. In order to estimate the covering number above we observe that for any X/, i = 
1 ,. . . ,m, j = 1,. . .,b and 4, = (X;,. . . ,Xb) 
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i=l j=l 
<&((PS(P))1’2 + PJh( + 2Plh(“2(PSjhl)“2), 
where the probability measure r’ is defined as the discrete probability measure which 
gives mass l/mb to each of Xj, i = 1,. . . ,m, j = 1,. . . , b and s = mb. Therefore, in 
order to generate a 2-“‘(ln m)-3/2 net for Pb with respect to the norm 11 . l12,p, we 
simply produce 3-12-1’2(ln m)-3/2 nets for 9 under the norms )I . l12,p, and II . jIl,p. 
Because of property (8) and the fact that N(u,d, F’) <N(u,d, S)2, it is clear that 
there exist constants C, Ci and C2 such that 
~(2-11~, m)-312, 11 . 112,pm,~~b) <cl (~~F2~~‘2b2n2’)c2 
n 
<c nc(~~(F2))c2’2. (29) 
Letting K, = Cnc+c2/2 the above clearly implies that the first expression in (28) 
converges to 0 as n tends to infinity. The second part of (28) is bounded by 
(by (10) and for n big enough) 
< CnC+Cz/2e-u” nY 7 
which obviously converges to 0. This proves Lemma 3. Cl 
4. Proof of the main result 
First let us notice that conditions (9) together with (13) and (14) imply exis- 
tence of the covariance structure (4). It is well known that in order to prove The- 
orem 1 we have to show finite-dimensional convergence and stochastic equicontinuity 
of the process (2) with respect to any pseudo-distance d(f,g) for which (5,)) is 
totally bounded. To establish this, in view of definition (6) and the discussion in 
the Section 6 (see in particular (A.3)), it is sufficient to show that for every subse- 
quence nk there exists a further subsequence nk, and a set DC Sz, P(D) = 1 such 
that 
(a) For every o E D and for every finite collection fj,, . .. , fjd E % 
(30) 
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(b) For every w E D and for every r > 0 
Qimc lim sup P* 
( 
f,sggy&,g)<d G,(f - s)l ’ 7 = 0. (31) 
I+00 
It is clear that (9) and (8) imply that we can choose the pseudo-distance d(f,g) = 
IIf - g&. By the subsequences characterization of convergence in probability the proof 
of (30) reduces to the MBB CLT for the mean, conditionally in probability. Namely, 
letting Z,*(fi) = CY=,(fi,(xi*) -PAfj,))/J n, we need only to check that for every 
fixed a l,...,ad E [w 
&akZ*(.h)Zf: ak GP(fjk ) in probability. (32) 
k=l k=l 
In order to ease notation we can drop the index jk and write fk instead of fjk. Letting 
h(x) := xi=, ak(fk(x) - Pfk), this is equivalent, by linearity, to 
Z,*(h) ?+ Gp(h) in probability. (33) 
By definition, the variance of the centered normal random variable Gp(h) is the limit of 
the variance of Z,(h). Moreover, since ElhJJ’ <Const. EFJ’ < 00, and by Lemma 2 there 
exists E>O such that EITz-“*C~=~ h(Xi)12+‘<m which in turn implies that 
{(n-“*C;=, 4X))2},,1 is uniformly integrable. Therefore, by Theorem 2 and Re- 
mark 1 in Radulovic (1996) the limit (33) holds. 
We divide the proof of (3 1) into several steps. 
Claim 1. It is sujicient to prove (31) for truncated functions f, i.e. f := f lcF<,,;) 
for y = 1/2(p - 1). 
Proof of Claim 1. First we observe that by Chebyshev’s inequality and the subse- 
quences characterization of convergence in probability, it is sufficient t o show 
sup IZ;(fl(F>,;) - S1(F>tq)l - 0. 
f,s~~ll/-slb~~ n-CC 
Using the definition of Z,(f ), letting h := f - g and 9’ := {f - g 
above quantity is bounded by 
)) 
+ 2hE(Pn(Fl(m))) 
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= 4~E(~(~~)1,,>,~,)~4~~~~~~pt~t~~~>n~~~’p-’~’p 
= wlptn P/2(P--1)E(1(F>n,,))(P-1)/P~ 
It is easy to see (by Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem) that for y 2 l/2( p- 
1) 
lim r~~~~(p-~)E(l~~,~~)) = 0. 
n-+cc 
This proves Claim 1. In order to ease notation, in the rest of the proof, we will write 
f’ instead flc~~~:.) for y = 1/2(p - 1). 
Claim 2. Let a(n) = (lnn)-3’2 and let f+,) be the closest point in 9Q,,, to f under 
the pseudo-distance induced by I( lip. Th en or every subsequence nk there exists a f 
further subsequence nk, such that for every z > 0 and for every 6 > 0 su$iciently 
small 
P* 
( 
,/y; 
PG 
s lz,*x,(ff) - 2,*,,(49 ’ 37 
) 
eventually a.~., where Y(6,n) is a real function such that lim~,~lim,,, Y(6,n) = 0. 
Proof of Claim 2. First we observe that Ilh’llp d llhllp implies that the cc(n) net for the 
truncated functions f’ can be chosen to be the collection { fX(njlFgn;.: f E F}, hence 
to ease the notation we will write f&, instead facn)lFGn:.. By the characterization of 
convergence in probability and by Lemma 3 it is clear that for any subsequence nk 
there exists a further subsequence nk, such that A,,, + 0 a.s. (A, from Lemma 3). This 
in turn implies that 
(34) 
eventually as. and uniformly in h E 4, . To ease notation let us write n’, b’, k’ instead 
of nk,, b(Q), k(nk,). In order to prove Claim 2 we use the restricted chaining technique 
(in particular Theorem 26, Ch. 6 in Pollard, 1984). Since in our case the covering 
number N(E,.~, 11 lip) is a polynomial in E it is sufficient to show that there exist a 
positive constant C such that d( f, g) = II f f - g’llp Q 6 implies 
P*(IZz(f’) -Z;(g’)l > 1)62exp -C$ 
( > 
(35) 
for every 6 > cl,~y~/~ and for n’ large enough. A close look at the mentioned theorem 
of Pollard reveals that (35) has to hold only for f,g E I-l::‘, 4 where dj = 33’, 
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k,,/ = -log, cl,,/ and Yi is 6i net in 9. Now Claim 2 follows easily from Bern- 
stein’s inequality, (34) and the fact that Card(lJF$, 4)dKCard(gn,) for some positive 
constant K. 
Claim 3. Let n’, b’, k’cc(n’) and fu be the same as in Claim 2. Then for every z > 0 
P* 
( 
sup lz&-lCF$n’:.)) - Z;(f,(,~)l[F$no))l > z I-+ 0 
fES ) 
as n’ tends to injinity. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let X := {f - f&j: f E S},Z$ be a (l/n’2)-net for a X under 
the pseudo-distance d(f,g) := Pnl(lf - gl). It is trivial to see that since 5r is a VC- 
subgraph the cardinality of _%$t is bounded by C(P,,, IF/ )cn” for some constant C > 0. 
Also, the conditions of Theorem 1 imply that P,IFj and therefore P,/ (FI are almost 
surely bounded by some constant K (see Shao, 1993). Let i be the closest element 
in X$ to h under semi-distance d(f,g) (the constant C in the following computations 
might change from line to line). Let us observe that 
I 
G ;;$ -$ $ ‘+g’ I,@ - ~)l,m,(x,)( + Jn’&I(h - h)l(~<no)I 
l-1 /=i 
k’b’ 5 ([(h - @(x,)1 + flfi, [(h - 
52L dz i=, 
i 
i;)( 
1 
= sup (2n’3’2P,, I(h - i;)l) 
hE.@ 
<2p _!_ < 2 
nf2 ’ &i’ 
Finally, we are able to estimate 
P* 
( 
sup lz+w(F<n’l.)) - z;(fEl(Fgd:.))( > 7 
fey ) 
,..p* 
( 
sup IZ,*,(hl~F<d;))I > z 
hE.F > 
=p* sup Iz;(hl~Fgn’;)) - Z,*,( &E<&)) + z;< &@))I > z 
hEX > 
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(for PZ’ > 16/72) 
<Card(X)) sup P* ( JZ,*(~~~F~,+J)I > i) 
he% 
(for n’ big enough) 
6Cn’C ;F$ P* (lz;(hlq<.~?))( > ;) 
(letting M = Il(l/J;l’)cpl,[hl~~~~fy,(x,*) - P,(hl(~~,~~))]l1,, using definition of 
MBB and by Bernstein’s inequality) 
(h E 2 implies h E 9’ and \lh&,<ct(n’)) 
<CdC 
-T2 
sup exp 
hE9’;(lhllp<a(n’) ( 25$(hl(F ) @)) + fTA4 . 
(36) 
In order to replace Zi,, we observe that Lemma 3 and the characterization of con- 
vergence in probability imply that for every subsequence nk there exists a further 
subsequence nk, (call it n”) such that for n” big enough 
1 
&(hl(F<,~,;,)< ~ 
(In n”)2 
uniformly for h E 9’ and llhjlp<ct(n”). 
Since A, and B, from Lemma 3 are both positive and since obviously A,+B, converges 
to 0 in probability we can find a subsequence n’ which will work for both A,, and B,. 
Therefore, the above is true if we replace n” with n’. Also, for n’ big enough 
M < C~‘n’WP-i)n’-V2 <&r”/2(P-‘) < $n(n’)-2. . 
Therefore, (36) is bounded by 
CdC exp 
( 
72 
- 
2 ln(n’)-3 + e(ln n’)-2 1 ’ 
which obviously converges to 0 as n’ tends to infinity. (C and 7 are fixed real numbers 
greater than zero). This concludes the proof of Claim 3. Combining Claims l-3 we 
have proven Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 considers only real-valued random variables. The extension to 
more general metric spaces (in particular Rd) is straightforward. 
5. Applications 
In this section we demonstrate applicability of Theorem 1, by proving the MBB 
CLT for the class of M-estimators. Since the aim of this paper is not to find the 
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weakest conditions for such result, the following theorem is stated under conditions 
much stronger than those actually needed. 
Theorem 2. Let {&}i>o be a strictly stationary P-mixing sequence of real random 
variables. Suppose that j3k = O(kkl+) f or some E > 0, and that {Xi*};==, is MBB 
sample with b(n) = n” for some v E (0,1/2). Also let h : [w + R be a bounded, 
monotone and increasing function. We let he(x) := h(x - 0) and H(g) := E(ho(x)) 
for 6 E R. Assume 
(a) H(Ba) = 0, H’(&) exist and it is not 0 and 
lim H(r) - H(s) = H’( e,). 
r,s+eo r-s 
(b) g C is the set of discontinuity points of h(x) and Cs its b-neighborhood, then 
P = Y(X) is continuous on Ch for some 6 > 0. 
Then 
lim L(fi(B, - 0,)) = N(O,&) 
n+cc 
and 
lim L*(fi(e,* - 19,)) = N(0, ok) in probability, n--tcE 
where 
6, = inf{tI : P,,he < 0}, 
19: = inf (0 : P,*he < 0) and a”, = lim Var CT=, hso(X) 
II-M > fi . 
Since the above theorem is just a version of Theorem 3.10 in Arcones and Gin& 
(1992), applied on the stationary sequence, we omit the proof. We observe that the 
authors needed the independence only for establishing the empirical CLT and LLN 
(bootstrap and non-bootstrap version). In our case these results follow from the The- 
orem 1, the result of Miguel and Yu and the trivial observation that empirical CLT 
implies empirical LLN in probability. Also, since Theorem 2 shows the MBB CLT 
only in probability, we did not need all assumptions of the mentioned Theorem 3.10. 
As a particular consequence of Theorem 2 we can prove the bootstrap CLT for the 
Huber’s type of location estimators (see Huber, 1964) under minimal conditions on P. 
Namely, letting 
h(x) = -Q-oo,--k)(X) + .+a,&) + kl(k,,)(x) 
and assuming P(k) = P{-k} = 0, P(-k, k) > 0 and Pho = 0. In the case of the 
median we can consider 
h(x) = -I(-,,o)(x) + I[o,m)(x) 
and assume that P is continuous in the neighborhood of the median (m) as well as 
that limb,0 (I/h) smm_ihh dP( x exist and it is different than 0. ) 
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Appendix 
In Section 2 we assumed measurability of 
in order to use the subsequences characterization of convergence in probability. Un- 
fortunately, this is not easy to verify. In the following we show that in order to prove 
Theorem 1 (in view of the definition on display (6)) it is sufficient to verify (30) and 
(31) (we do not really need measurability of (37). Let (f(w))O := essinf{g measurable, 
g>f}. It is classical that in order to prove (6) it is sufficient to show that for every 
subsequence nk there exists a further subsequence nk, such that 
(dod=Wn~, (f, ~1, ~(GpU))l)O + 0, almost surely. (-4.2) 
Using decomposition (1.13) in Theorem 1 .1.3 from Gin& and Zinn (1986) the above 
expression can be bounded by three parts, I, II and III. The second part, which cor- 
responds to finite-dimensional weak convergence (dimension depending on r), can be 
easily seen to be measurable since the set of bounded Lipschitz functions on Rd with 
compact support is separable. The third part, which corresponds to limiting Gaussian 
process, does not depend on the sample. Finally, using the properties of the bounded 
Lipschitz functions, the first part is dominated by 
P* ( ,,r;y;<z lz,*x,(f - g)l ’ E + & P’ 1 (A.3) 
for all E > 0. We need to show that the above expression, which depends on the 
sample, is measurable. If class B is countable this follows easily, since by def- 
inition of MBB the above reduces to a weighted sum of the indicator functions 
1 
( 
SUP 
> 
which are measurable. In the case of uncountable classes 
,,,-u,,p~T.f.UE-PIz”t,(f-g)l>& 
p the situation is more complicated. Namely, in the above computation as well as in 
Lemma 3, we considered the supremum over the possibly uncountable class of func- 
tions, which need not be measurable. One way of dealing with this problem is to 
assume “stochastic separability” of the pair (9,P), i.e. there exist a countable set @& 
and FC c 9 such that for every r > 0, 
sup ,,f_g,, <~,f~~ Iz,*,,(f - s)l = ,,f=J,T lz,*,,U - s)l a.s. 
p.1 c < 
Other more general way would be assuming that 9 is image admissible Suslin. (More 
about dealing with measurability problems in this setting one can find in Yu (1994)). 
Without these hypotheses, the theorems are false, but on the other hand it requires 
some effort to construct a counterexample. Thus, in applications, the measurability will 
hardly ever play a role. 
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